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Note: This is just oneway, a solution could look like. We do not guarantee correctness. It is your
task to find and report mistakes.

Exercise 1
Consider again the MINCONGESTION problem, where a directed graphG = (V;E) with demand
pairs(si; ti) for i = 1; : : : ;k is given and one aims at findingsi-ti pathsPi that minimize the congestion
maxe2E jfi : e 2 Pigj. Show that the algorithm presented in the lecture gives aO(1)-approximation
(with high probability) ifk � (log2 jEj) � jEj (andsi 6= ti for all i = 1; : : : ;k).
Hint: Which lower bound on the fractional congestion from the linear program do you obtain using
the additional assumptionk � (log2 jEj) � jEj?
Solution:

Let ( f ;C) be an optimum fractional solution from the LP from the lecture. Everysi-ti path must use at least
one edge, hence∑e2E ∑k

i=1 fi(e)� k � jEj � log2 jEj. By the pigeonhole principle there must be an edgee� with
C � ∑k

i=1 fi(e�)� log2 jEj.
Next, fix any edgee 2 E. We again letX e

i 2 f0;1g be the random variable, saying whether thesi-ti path
usese andX e := ∑k

i=1X e
i denotes the resulting congestion one. We apply the Chernov bound
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Hence
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(X e > 3�C)i� jEj � 1jEj2 � 1jEj
In words, we obtain a 3-approximation with probability at least 1� 1jE j .



Exercise 2
Suppose we have 3 machines andn jobs. If we run job j on machinei 2 f1;2;3g this takes apro-
cessing time of pi j 2 Q+ . The MINIMUM MAKESPAN problem is to find a way to assign the jobs to
machines such that the load of the highest loaded machine (the makespan) is minimized. Formally

OPT = min
J1[̇J2[̇J3=f1;:::;ngn max

i=1;:::;3n ∑
j2Ji

pi j

oo
Design an FPTAS for this problem (and prove an approximationguarantee of 1+ ε).
Hint: Similar to the KNAPSACK FPTAS it is a good idea to first round the running times in a suitable
way. Then apply dynamic programming.

Solution:
W.l.o.g. we scale the running times untilpmax :=maxj=1;:::;n mini=1;:::;3fpi jg= n=ε . ClearlyOPT � pmax=

n=ε . Furthermore we obtain the boundOPT � n � pmax= n2=ε (if we schedule all jobs on its fastest machine).
Let p0i j := bpi j be rounded running times. LetOPT 0 be the value of the optimum makespan for the rounded

running times. Note thatOPT 0 � OPT . We claim that we can computeOPT 0 in polynomial time by dynamic
programming. Consider table entries

A( j;b1;b2;b3) =8><>:1 One can distribute jobs 1; : : : ; j to the machines s.t.

the load on machinei is at mostbi

0 otherwise

for j = 1; : : : ;n; b1;b2;b3 2 f0; : : : ;n � p0maxg. We obtain the base casesA( j;b1;b2;b3) = 0 if bi < 0 for some
i = 1;2;3 andA(0;b1;b2;b3) = 1 for b1;b2;b3 � 0. We compute the remaining entries using the recursion

A( j;b1;b2;b3) = A( j�1;b1� p1 j;b2;b3) _ A( j�1;b1;b2� p2 j;b3) _ A( j�1;b1;b2;b3� p3 j)
Then

OPT 0 = minfb 2 f0; : : : ;n � pmaxg j A(n;b;b;b) = 1g
Let J1[̇J2[̇J3 = f1; : : : ;ng be the reconstructed solution of valueOPT 0. If we use the same solution for the
original running times this costs

max
i=1;:::;3n ∑

j2Ji
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o� max
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(p0i j +1)o� OPT 0+n � (1+ ε) �OPT

Each table entry can be computed inO(1), hence the algorithm needs timeO(1) �n � (n2=ε)3 = O(n7=ε3).


